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ABSTRACT

Some noteworthy achievements of lower ranking enlisted
men in peacetime often go unrecognized in spite of the
commander's desire to do so because there is no existing
procedure that will tangibly and appropriately recognize
the exact degree of achievement.

For this study these

noteworthy achievements are designated as lesser achievements.
All officer-supervisors are familiar with them.

They exist

in degree and are generally identified as achievements that
are exceptional and significant and should be recognized.
The problem arises in that the existing recognition devices
that provide tangible recognition such as a decoration do not
come dovm to the level where these achievements occur.

This

leaves the officer-supervisor in a situation of neglecting
the employee or using some substitute measure to recognize
the employee's efforts.
Research in the Behavioral Science field revealed that
providing praise and recognition of an individual's
achievements creates a more stable and productive person.
Failure of the person to obtain needed recognition can result
in frustration, grievances, and non-productive behavior.
This presents a fairly strong case against neglecting the
employee.
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iv
Since the problem definitely exists the solution may
not exist in the current awards system.

If it does, othar

exigencies raust obscure or prevent its comfortable implementation.

One logical approach is to determine the minimum

change to the existing system that would solve the problem.
Using this approach, an exploratory study was conducted
with a survey questionnaire that asked if lesser achievements
should be recognized at all.

If an affirmative answer was

received, the subject was asked to rank order the following
five options as possible solutions to the problem.
1.

Providing an appendage to the Good Conduct M«dal and

allowing its issue for achievement as well as service plus
a numerical device to show the number of awards received.
2.

"Forcing" the lesser achievement into an existing reward

of some kind.
3.

Developing some new awards for low ranking EM that are

obtainable easier and faster for achievements that rank
below an Army Commendation Medal and deserve a decoration
while retaining the present system for all other enlisted
and officer ranks.
^.

If the individual is qualified in all other aspects,

defer recognition and consider the lesser achievements
toward promotion considerations.
5.

Use the Certificate of Achievement If there was an

appropriate decoration to be worn to show its receipt and
the number of awards received.
These specific options were developed from experience, pilot
surveys and interviews.
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The questionnaire also requested spontaneous openended commentary and experience data from the respondent.
The respondents were students at the Command and General
Staff College who had had command within two yeara prior
to this study.

Their selection for attendance at the

College attested to their expertise.

Their experience

insored their familiarity with the problem, the systems, and
possible solutions.
Company, Detachment, and Battery level commanders
were selected since that is the lowest level where the
needs of a large number of employees must be matched
against the coverage or shortcomings of the existing
awards, management, and promotion systems.
By this method the following two hypotheses were
tested:
1.

Lesser achievements should be tangibly and appropriately

recognized.
2.

A method of providing appropriate and tangible recognition

can be identified.
As a result of the survey and the study, both
■

'

hypotheses were accepted.

The primary findings of the study

were considered significant.
A.

Recognition of lesser achievements was favored by a

ratio of 6.69 to 1 by the subjects aampled.
B.

From the alternatives offered, the first choice for

recognition of lesser achievements was to devise a suitable
decoration to accompany the existing Certificate of
Achievement.

The other options, abbreviated and listed in
.■::-

«^mrnrtzr-
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order of preference were:

promotion, new awards, Good Conduct

medal, and "forcing" the description.
The secondary findings of the survey were:
1.

A strong anti-decoration attitude is present among some

elements of the sample,
2.

Pro-decoration subjects want lower level approval, preven-

tion of malpractice, and the use of existing and new
decorations,
3.

Awarding promotion points for lesser achievements was

considered by some subjects as providing adequate recognition,
1

+,

Assorted administrative actions are felt to provide

adequate recognition by some examinees.
5*

Some additional ideas such as small cash awards and an

Army Achievement Medal may have merit and could be studied
further.
Implementation of the most popular option, the Certificate of
Achievement with an appropriate decoration is an attractive
bonus of the study.

Relatively few significant changes to

the criteria contained in the «wards regulation are required
other than to design and authorize a decoration to be issued
with the Certificate of

Achievement.

A specific decoration

and suggested test procedures prior to its implementation are
presented within the study.
The details of controversial issues, difficulties
experienced, future study, and implementation of the primary
findings are covered throughout the study as they arise.
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ChapUr I
THE PROBLEM, DEFINITIONS, AND ASSUMPTIONS
INTRODUCTION
An employee or soldier who is average in performance
will occasionally perform some act, service, or demonstrate
a personal talent that is a genuinely commendahle accomplishment.

They are identified for purposes of this study

as lesser achievements.

If a means exists to tangibly and

appropriately recognize the accomplishment, the supervisor's
correct action is obvious.

However, an adequate managerial

technique to «fit" all levels of accomplishment does not
appear to exist.

When, how, and to what degree the super-

visor recognizes the accomplishment may have critical and
long term effects on the morale, motivation, and general
satisfaction of the individual that cannot be immediately
forseen.

Exploration of the problem has been confined to

ascertaining if these selected lesser accomplishments
should be recognized and if so, how best to do so.
The list of examples shown below is not meant to be
all inclusive.

It illustrates the level of achievement

under discussion and has been developed from the experiences

1

^~——*~~~

— ^ÄiKiä^HÜ*^^

2
that officer-supervisors have had with the difficulties of
providing recognition that fits the particular achievement
of lower ranking enlisted men:
1.

Significant contribution to unit readiness.

2.

Unusual participation in community relations.

3.

Exceptional and protracted appearance or

performance.
1+.

Exceptional performance on physical training

5.

significant contribution to welfare or morale

tests.

of unit, office, ship, gm, tank, etc.? such as,
entertaining, extra help, ideas, etc.
6.

Exceptional conservation of supplies and/or

equipment.
7.

Significant increase in education while on

active duty.
8. Continual ideas and/or suggestions resulting
in significant improvements.
9.

continual and exceptional performance in

sports competition.
10.

Exceptional effort in support of Armed Forces

Day, civilian displays, parades, etc.
The difficulty of affixing a specific definition to lesser
achievements probably contributes, in part, to their not
being recognized appropriately.
degree.

They exist but only in

This necessitates the use of terms such as

.

. iai**m!*'.*******™*>

■■■
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■

"significant contribution", "exceptional", and "unusual
participation".

In the final analysis it is the officer-

supervisor or commander who must decide what is "significant,
exceptional, and unusual."

;

THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem,
The twofold problem consists of a yes-no decision
and its subsequent elaboration as follows:
1«

Should lesser achievements be recognized»

2,

Can a method of providing adequate tangible

recognition for lesser achievements be identified and if
so what is it.
Background of the Problem.
The army has constantly sought means of retaining
good, experienced, and trained soldiers in order to reduce
draft quotas, recruiting structure, training requirements,
and so forth.

One frustrating aspect of retaining the

soldier is his dissatisfaction with the service.

Some of

these dissatisfactions have been identified as, "Unattractive
living conditions, inadequate and impersonal post services,
and an atmosphere which seems to dilute the dignity of the
indivudual. . , .n1

The dissatisfaction with the army is

psychologicarty related to whether his basic needs are met.

department of the Army, Modern Volunteer Armv.
undated, p. 30,
**—■'*•'

■

•

.

■

■

:■

;

.-.r^:.,^- ■.■.;,1;:...,. „i.y,.-.-,.^,,.;-,,,.. .,--.-.,

now or in the past.

:J1V

,^ -,:.;y^,,,,,,. ^

These needs as defined by Abraham Maslow

are physiological, safety, belongingness and love, selfesteem and self-actualization.2

Considering them In order,

the first two, physiological and safety, should be adequately
provided for by the very organization and strength of the
army.

Belongingness and love, the third need, has always been

well provided for by the army,

m a discussion of how people

seek this togetherness against some common threat, Maslow says,
« •i,Jhe ^f6

klnd of

thin

8 t^s observed in grouns of

and intimacy by their common external danger, and who

ToLll^lTher throughout a

lifetlme L l

This same togetherness is apparent to a lesser degree in
peacetime army units with the establishment, boredom, or
working conditions being forced into the position of the
common threat.

The married soldier has his wife and family

and may not depend upon the army for satisfaction of this
need as greatly as does the unmarried soldier.
The next higher need with which to be concerned is
self-estsem.

Satisfying this need which requires ". . .the

deserved respAct of others. . .»> is a more difficult
problem.

The soldiers must do something truly notable of

which their peer, are aware.

Due to the relatively large

number of low-ranking enlisted men in the average military

2d ed.,2^^- S^^yM: CTif?'
■hbid., p. Mf,

•"Ibid., p. if6.

i^pw

■-.-,..

.
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5
unit and facility of the Jobs held by them, accomplishments which are significant for their level can easily
be overlooked and not fully appreciated by their peers unless
attention is deliberately directed to them.
Failure to obtain self-esteem can result in either
increased motivation or frustration and destructive
behavior,^

For the individual who does become frustrated

and blames the army for what are actually his own flaws or
failures, the opportunity to leave the army at the expiration
of his term of service may be a welcome relief.

This can be

advantageous to the army if the individual is a marginal
performer; however, all too often he is an effective soldier
who has become disappointed, frustrated, or alienated
because of not obtaining some basic need such as self-esteem.
If the concept related above is indeed the case, the
opportunity to deliberately identify and recognize an
individual»s talents and accomplishments, and thereby make a
significant contribution towards providing the needed selfesteem, should be taken advantage of.

If, on the other hand,

it is the opinion of military supervisors that lesser
achievements should not be recognized, then that in itself
would be of some significance.
Importance of the Problem.
If it can be determined that lesser achievements
should and can be appropriately recognized in the array, a

?H®r^rt "^ Chruden and Arthur W. Sherman, Jr..
ffem
fuffi^fL^
-5^ijj^"
Southwestern
Publishing Company,
1968), pp. Cincinnati:
^-16-1+17.

.... .

.

m
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valuable tool for increasing satisfaction and reducing
retention problems may have been identified.

Another

result might be that of having more self-confident and
productive soldiers in the army.
DEFINITION OF TEHMS USED
Except as noted by appropriate reference the
following terms used in this study are defined as shown.
Management.
A process of establishing and attaining objectives
to carry out responsibilities. Management consists of
those continuing actions of planning, organizing,
directing, coordinating, controlling, and evaluating
the use of men, money, materials, and facilities to
accomplish missions and tasks. Management is inherent
m command, but it does not include as extensive
authority and responsibilities as command.5
Decoratlpn.
Distinctively designed mark or honor denoting
heroism or meritorious or outstanding service or
achievement./
Bureaucracy.
A body of nonelective government officials; an
administrative policy making group; government characterized by specialization of functions, adherance
to fixed rulesÄ and a hierarahy of authority;
J
proliferation.0
*

nr

rr***.

of the Ar

?y ShlnSt0n;
Regulation 310-25, Dictionary

AIIL*!**®?*

S'f?ge^bl9^;f7ll2^

^rnient Printing

^Ibid., p. 168.

SI^Y^Plii

g

*

llllnoi3!

^^ McNally and cSrapany,
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Reward,
Something that is offered or given for some service
or attainment»"

Capable of being perceived especially b> the sense
of touch«-LU
Hierarchical.
Of or relating to a hierarchy,
body of persons in authority.11

(Hierarchy 3.

A
.■■.

Population.

*

A body of persons having a quality or characteristic
in common. (All successful company12 level commanders of the
two years proceeding this study3
Award
Recog
Recognition
given to individuals or units for
certain acts or services.
ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions have b«en Bade in the
course of this thesis:
1,

That the body of knoirledge known as behavioral

science is as applicable to peaöetime military organizations
as civilian industrial organizations.
2.

That the managerial and group relationships

within military peacetime organizations are similar to those
within civilian organizations with a possible exception being

9ibid., p. 737.

10

Ibid., p. 901.

^Ibid., p. 392.

12

Ibid., p. 661,

• ^Department of the Army Regulation 310-25, p. 72.

»waiMlM

i

8
that the objective of most civilian organizations Is the
profitable production of a product whereas the army objective,
although difficult to specify, is oriented toward more
effective performance of the individual and subsequently the
organization,
HYPOTHESES TO BE TESTED
As Identified for this thesis, the hypotheses are as
follows:
1.

Lesser achievements should be tangibly and

appropriately recognized.
2,

A method of providing appropriate and tangible

recognition can be identified.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
As the study began to develop, it became necessary
to impose restrictions on its scope in order to prevent its
being invaded by a multitude of irrelevant and unnecessary
complications.

Accordingly, the study is concerned solely

with the peacetime achievements of low ranking (El-E^) enlisted
men.

Due to limitations in time, distance, and other

policies, the questionnaire was administered to military
supervisors who had had recent company level experience with
the achievements of soldiers and current managerial techniques
of the army,
OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
Chapter II is a review of literature that has a
bearing on the problem.

It encompasses the behavioral

,: HM

»!•..•■

x-

■ ■?>

science considerations, low ranking enlisted promotion
policy, and army awards system.
Chapter III contains the methodology to include
the research design, subject selection, and a discussion
of the questionnaire.
Chapter IV contains the findings.
Chapter V interpretes the findings, draws
conclusions, and makes final recommendatlon(s),

•«»•*l»l***»»«iSlÄi^^

,it,.

Chapter II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
BEHAVIORAL CONSIDERATIONS
Self-Esteepu
Abraham Maslow lists man's basic needs as being:
physiological, safety, belonglngness and love, esteem,
and self-actus.llaatlon.1

Although each is important, the

need for self-esteem is the most significant insofar as
this study is concerned.
Esteem needs are felt to be of central importance
by psychoanalysts and clinical psychologists.

In the

words of Maslow, «. . .satisfaction of the self-esteem need
leads to feelings of self-confidence, worth, strength,
capability, and adequacy, of being useful and necessary
in the world."2

In a separate discussion of how blocking

the path to goals causes destructive behavior, Maslow cites
several examples.

One of the most appropriate is as follows:

as one of the
rpn^Sr1^60
?86^at#
?Ccur
concomraitant
asiC th
Thus an
threat of
fh»
Sa?f
I
5
rf
y
the basic needs, any threat to the defensive or thwarting
coping

f** OH 1ibra5am1H' J?slow» Motivation and Persomlity,
(2c ed.. New York: Harper and Row, 19^), pp. 3^-^,
2lbid., p. k$.

10

,,,>,-,

W*»«#rt»iiW*W«^
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system, any threat to the general way of life Is likely
to be reacted to by anxiety-hostility, which means that
hostile, aggressive, or destructive behavior may very
frequently be expected in such reactions. This is
ultimately defensive behavior, counterattack rather
than attack for its sake.3
Stated another way, the tension created by finding the path
to a goal such as self-esteem blocked usually manifests
itself as frustration.

Frustration can, of itself,

generate aggression, regression, fixation, and resignation,5
If, however, the need is gratified, the ne^t higher need
becomes predominate.6

Maslow agrees that self-actualization,

the next higher need, will then become the prime motivator.7
Since self-actualization must consider the idiosyncracies
of each individual's desires and capabilities, it is beyond
the scope of this study.
It appears that the individual's drive to be
recognized and "be somebody" exceeds his fear of the fact
that the destructive behavior mentioned previously will
probably be punished by supervisors.8

Since this attention-

getting behavior is an uncomfortable solution at best, it
is used only until the opportunity exists to change the

^Ibid., p. 126.
^"Herbert J. Chruden and Arthur W. Sherman, Jr.,
Personnel Management (3d ed., Cincinnati: South-Western
Publishing Company, 1968), p. ^17,
^Norman R. F. Maier, Psychology in Industrial OrHanlzations (*+th ed., Atlanta: Houghton Mifflin Corp.", 19^3), p. 73
6

Ghruden, p. 303.

Maslow, p. >+6.

J. Munro Fräser, Industrial Psychology (Oxford:
Pergamon Press Ltd., 1965), pp. T^-?1?^
—

•*«.

-

■•

•
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situation.

Usually the solution is to leave the organi-

sation in the hope that one can be found that does provide
the requisite recognition.?

This drive for attention is

probably best stated by Alice and Lester Crow:
..fi«?Jrei!e ^f1^1 disapproval, however, is more
1 nored
SinS^f
^ t0uhebe earns
S
- If attention.
a'person's
adjustment f^V*
is adequate,
desired
it is only when ordinary behavior fails to attract
comments from others that he may feel the need of
bringing attention to himself by means of snectacular
or unconventional
[Maslow used "destructiv^K]
a™1?1"« This urge is common among children but
is
characteristic also of adolescents and adults."-,Douglas McGregor's theory of X and Y further exposes
the need for internal motivation.

Theory X assumes the

average man to be basically immature and requiring a high
degree of external control.

Theory Y assumes the average

man is potentially mature and requires a lessening degree
of external control as his self-control increases due to
individual growth.12

William Haney's interpretation of

McGregor's theory is that management should consider the
person's current degree of maturity and seek to develop
the individual's self-control since this approach provides

9phllip B. Applewhite, Organizational Behavior
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:' PrenUce Hall, InS!
10

Maslow, p. 126.

o u A 11^:Lce Grow and Lester D, Crow, Understanding Our
B2MV10E (New York, New York: Alfred 1. Knopl, l§%f, ^ 157.
12
Douglas McGregor, The Human
Side o^
:
■ '- York,
^-.
.
■
.V~'
r
'r^L**^™m
McGraw-Hill Book
G'o.,T|6ft",
pp?
(
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satisfaction of the self-esteem and self-fulfillment needs
■■

and these are the areas where he is most motivatable, ^
;,

Praise and Punishment.
In line with the consideration of the close ties
between recognition, self-esteem, and praise, Herbert Ghruden
and Arthur Sherman point out the truism that employees should
be recognized and praised for a commendable accomplishment.
They further state that praise must be used with discretion
and given with sincerity.

If used too often it will have

to be given in increasing amounts to be effective.
is a realistic drawback.

This

One writer they cite questions using

praise at all and feels it has little motivational effect
and can be used adversely to establish the superiority of
the giver.^

Peter Drucker feels that it is equally important

to avoid providing total satisfaction of the desire for
recognition to the point that the employee comes to regard
it as a right to which he is entitled.1?

This is a signi-

ficant point and represents one of the counterweights to
praise and recognition.

Norman Maier discusses the variable

effects of praise to include its functions and objectives.

-^William V. Haney, Communication and Organizational
behavior (Rev. ed., Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin,
Tiic, 196?), p. 20.
J

- Ghruden and Sherman, p. 30? citing Richard E.
parson. "Praise Reappraised," Harvard Business Review.
M+s5, (September/October, l%3Tr"pp. 6l-^.
^Peter F. Drucker, Management: Tasks, Resnon^ibilitlcs. Practices (New York: Harper and Row, 1975"),
p . t.M-6 »

WmE-v-r;,;;,'^,.^

Ik
Summarized due to the lengthy discussion, they are as
follows:
• • •Praise indicates acceptance of and liking
for the person. , . ,lf the praise is perceived as
recognition of work and effort, it satisfies, and
. . .recognition is high on the list of job satisiiers.. , .Praise seems to have its greatest value
wnen given and received as recognition and is not
perceived by either party as an
attempt to control
the behavior of the recipient.16
IncentlTQ?.
An analysis of ways to recognize achievements
should include both financial and non-financial incentives.
Most of the literature existing on industrial
psychology and behavioral science clearly recognizes the
motivational value of both financial and non-financial
incentives for outstanding production or service.
Robert B. Wolfe, a pioneer in non-financial incentives,
found that when men were made aware of their performance
levels, they were able to take the initiative and improve
their performance progressively.17

The following case is

good example of the pride, morale, and performance
generated by a non-financial incentive:
Wolfe was employed as the general manager of a
paper mill. He worked out a bonus system, but his
board did not like such new-fangled ideas. Wolfe
then decided to post daily production turned out on

16

Maler, p. 370.

ramaa r «A? E* JIil9Sl ^ Gushing Niles, and
James
C. Stephens, The Office Supervisor (3d ed.,
NewYorkj John Wiley and Sons, 19^5, p. 2^3.

Mwwaw^^jäwiÄ'^teÄffii^
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each of the eight large paper-making machines.
Production doubled in a few weeks. The men took
such a pride in rivalry that Wolfe actually was
afraid they would harm each other,18
While this illustrates the power of incentives which do
generate morale and pride, this has been said about the
absence of morale:
•

•

• it

[morale] will quickly wither and die
if soldiers come to believe themselves the victims
of Indifference or injustice on the part of their
government or of ignorance, personal ambitions, or
ineptitude on the part of their military leaders,19
Another term for non-financial incentives is status
symbols.

They too have been closely examined and a typical

comment is this one by a British author, E, W, Hughes,
Status Symbols. Again there are facilities like
access to staff status and dining room facilities,
payment by cheque, special uniform and markings on
the uniform, admission to the membership of prcfessional
bodies, apprenticeship schemes, and the like, I
remember a lad working very hard indeed, not for money
but for a brass star in his.cub's hat, because that is
what he valued at the time.20
Financial incentives are a proven and accepted
concept; however, they may not be the absolute solution to
recognition and motivation*

In a discussion of the value

of money, Robert Sutermelster quotes and expands a thought
by James Lincoln of Lincoln Electric:
". c »money is of relatively small importance.
Beyond enough for our real needs, money itself is
valued less for what it will buy than as an evidence
of successful skill in achievement." Money thus
earned as a direct reward for outstanding individual

16

Ibid., pp. 2^+3-2^.

^Ibid., p. 113,

r

(Oxford:

- E. W, Hughes, Human Relations in Management
Pergaraon Press Ltd., 1965), p# If3.
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performance is a reinforcement of the motivators of
recognition and achievement [italics in the original] ,21
It may well be that the value of the financial reward given
by itself or accompanying a promotion is that it can be
turned into a new car, clothes or house through which the
admiring world will then provide the needed recognition.
William Haney feels that:
Many managers still Insist on attempting to motivate
in the ways which were quite effective when people were
preoccupied with2 their physiological and safetysecurity needs,^
'
The following diagram also by Haney illustrates how this
ability of money to satisfy dimishes as one ascends the
hierarchy of needs.

DEGREE
OF
NEED
SATISFACTION

Ability of money to
satisfy

•

'
' Self-fulfillment
, i
Social
. 'Safety-Security
•Physiological
Figure 1.—Utility of Money for Need Satisfaction^

21
Robert A. Sutermeister, People and groduoUvlty
(New York
k: MoGraw Hill, 1969), p/wf m mSäOm&m
22
2

Haney, p. 17,

3ibld.
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Grievances,
It is not unreasonable to assume that an overworked
supervisor could deliberately fall to provide recognition
of an employee's achievement in the belief that no great harm
would be done.

This is possibly true; however, Ghruden and

Sherman have provided an appropriate warning:

"Management

should also recognize that what may appear to it to be
trivial and inconsequential may be important to employees."21'In another discussion they add that:
If the dissatisfactions of an employee go unheeded
or if the conditions causing them are not corrected,
the irritation is likely to grow and lead to unsatisfactory attitudes and reduced efficiency on the part
of employees other than the individual concerned,2?
Herzberg, Mausner, and Snyderman feel that man's
needs can be classified as either growth needs or avoidance
needs.

They recognize that certain aspects of a ;)ob can

serve as motivators and these satisfy growth needs.
Recognition in itself is mentioned as one of the motivators.
Some other job factors stimulated avoidance needs.

In

discussing the content of a job as opposed to the
environment of the job, they found that elimination of
poor working conditions reduced avoidance needs but did
not motivate employees to greater production.

In other

words, better job conditions do not motivate.26
2l+Chruden, p. k%,
25lbld,, p. lf5V.
^DHaney, p. 129 citing F. Herzberg, B. Mausner, and
B, Snydorman, The Motivation to Work (2d ed.i New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1962), pp, 113-115,
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ENLISTED PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
Promotion^.
The enlisted personnel promotion system provides
for the promotion of an E-l to the rank of E-2 upon the
completion of four months» service.

Promotion to E-3

requires four months' time in grade as an E-2, and two
of the four months may be waived if the promotion authority
desires.

Promotion to E-if may occur within one year of

service and six months time in grade as an E-3.

This may

be waived to seven months service and three months in grade
as an E-3.28

The commander's ability to waive the time

requirements is a valid motivational technique, but its
effect vanishes quickly and new soldiers are often unaware
that it exists.

These are relatively rapid promotions

and may provide massive doses of self-esteem.

However,

a valid counterpoint which could seriously weaken the effect
of the promotion is when the promotee realizes that his
promotion may be because of the absence of unacceptable
behavior rather than for his being an exceptional person.
One individual may ignore that knowledge and enjoy the
belief that he is exceptional whereas another more proud
individual may take no personal satisfaction whatsoever
from it«

The increased pay aspect has been discussed earlier.

27
P^-or^oT S??RrtmenJ «f £he $**& Regulation 600-200, Enlisted
28

IbidM pp. 7.2 and 7-9.

■

«
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The EUldanoe provided for promotion is very speolflo.
It states:

"Isolated examples of exoellenoe or mediocrity

will not be used as a determinant for selection or nonselcctlon.« ' Sinee lsolated ^^ of excellenee ^^
not be the basis for promotion, one solution is to mentally
or physically note all leaser achievements of the soldier
until a pattern is established.

If mental, it exposes the

supervisor to the errors of memory, and if physical, it
is an additional note-keeping requirement.

These are both

individual rather than system procedures and invite errors
which could result in promotion of persons unqualified
in some aspects or overlooking some better qualified person.
Either of these abuses can then generate frustration and
resentment among peers as discussed in the previous sections
on incentives and grievances. „o„ much better it would be
if some simple, fast, formal recognition device existed
within existing management systems which could be referred
to at any desired time.

Deferring recognition of lesser

achievements under the cure-all of promotion may be
practical but may result in deserving individuals not
getting promotled.

Ssamsiilmletter

The February 1975 edition of the Arm
3uggests

^ ^ ^^ ^^

capability of commanders is not being used since there were
over 29,000 E-3's and 77,000
rfi„iM for
, promotional
/r,wv, nE-lfs
M- s eligible
29

Ibid., p. A5-1.

'
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consideration at that time.3U

These large quantities can

be partially explained by the fact that many are in transit,
undeserving, or In the various administrative processes.
Another problem associated with deferring recognition is
that the soldier may be transferred before promotion and
have to prove himself again at a new command.31

This,

however, is a common problem and not unique to this study.
AWARDS
History.
It seems only appropriate to open a review of the
history of awards with this statement by one of the greatest
users of awards and decorations. Napoleon Bonaparte:
I challenge anyone to show me a republic, ancient
or modern, in which there have not been decorations.
Some people call them baubles.
Well it is by means of
baubles that one leads men.3"
An examination of history indicates that awards and
decorations have probably always existed exactly as Napoleon
indicated:
TCrnnRSp0rdS^?ati^g-.?ack to the Egyptian Pharoahs about
1500 BC mention Golden Flies that were awarded as
decorations of honor. Persons living in the days of
Imperial China wore hat badges,, peacock feathers, and

30,l

Consideration for Promotion to Grades E^ and E5."
Army Personnel T.^tt^, February, 1975, p. 2.
'
31

Ibid., p. 2.

32Herbert Brook, The Blue Book of Awards (Chicago,
Illinois i Marquis-Who's who, 1^6), p. VII.
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special robes as decoration. Early European kings
aworded medals as signs of royal favor. Formal military
decorations and service medals generally appeared during
the Napoleonic wars between 1796 and 1815. Later in the
löOü's many decorations.were created for merit in
civilian fields. . . ,33
The book, Ribbons and MedalsT is a classic in its
field and contains many excellent discussions of modern
medals and ribbons to include their origins and changes.
Of particular interest is the fact that the first United
States medal was established by President George Washington
on August 7, 1782.3^

From this first U. S. medal, the army

award system grew, developed, and was used throughout
World War I, World War II, and the Korean War.
Present Army Awards System.
The stated objective of the army military awards
system is ". . »to provide tangible recognition for acts
of valor, exceptional service or achievement, and special
skills or qualifications.»'35
The awards of interest to this study are the Army
Commendation Medal (ARGOM), Certificate of Achievement,
Letter of Commendation or Appreciation, and Good Conduct
Medal,

33 James W. Peterson. "Decorations and Medals,"

yforld Book Bncvclooedia (1%?), V, p. 72b,
Q,^ -,,
Suffolk!

l&P^li H* DorllnK» Ribbons and Medals (Ipswich,
Doubleday and Go. Inc., 1W, pp. 211-212.

^
^Department of the Army Regulation 672-5-1, MilitaryY
Awards (Washington, D.C., 197*0, p. 1-1.
-

~™™^'a

■.::■..■.
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There is nothing in the Amy Commendation Medal
criteria, as written, that would prevent its possible use
for recognizing lesser achievements.

It is to be awarded

for meritorious achievement, meritorious service, or
heroism.

As stated below:
To qualify, the achievement of the indiviHnai €Mm-iA

TO^TB

peers' ^1^%^%" ?'ea^ ^«^^

tasks would justify award of this deL^tion, . ".36
One specification that could possibly limit its utility as
an award for lesser achievements is the requirement that it
% . .normally will not be made for a period of service of
less than 6 months duration."37
A Certificate of Achievement is authorized for
issue to recognize ". . .periods of faithful service,
acts, or achievements which do not meet the standards
required for decorations. . . .*&

TherG

ls no

decoration

authorized to indicate its receipt.
Letters of Commendation and Appreciation can also
bo used to recognize "Acts or services which do not meet
the criteria for decorations. . .or certificates. . . ."39
No decoration is authorized.
The Good Conduct Medal seems to have capabilities
that have not been thoroughly used.

As stated:

It is awarded on a selective basiq tn P«^ ^I,^,.,
who distlnquishes himself froma^g'hi^flllow'Sdfers

36ibid., pp. 2-8, 2-8.1.

37Ibid-)

38Ibid., p. 8-2.

39ibid., p. 8-3.
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by his exemplary conduct, efficiency, and fidelity
throughout a specified poriod of continuous enlisted
active Federal military service. . . .TO
It does have an authorized decoration which has the provision
for up to Ik subsequent awards which are indicated by
clasps of various designs.^1

Although this medal is intended

to recognize exceptional periods of service, there is no
readily apparent reason that would prevent its being
modified to reflect the number of times an individual has
been cited for a lesser achievement.

This may present some

minor design problems, but that could not be considered a
significant limitation.
Other decorations provided for by the current award
system are either of higher level intent, highly specialized,
or limited in their scope and not applicable to the course
of this study.
SUMMARY
Scope.
The total literature reviewed is far too extensive
to be listed here in its entirety.

In general it was as

follows:
The findings of management, behavioral science, and
industrial psychology were examined to bring into focus the
use of non-financial techniques to provide motivation,
recognition, and satisfaction of the basic needs.

If0

Ibid., p. 3-1.

^Ibid., pp. 6-1, 6-2.

2h-

The purpose and mechanics of the Enlisted Personnel
Promotion System were reviewed to explore its impact on
recognizing lesser achievements.
Awards, both old and current, were studied to
identify their intent and shortcomings if any.

From this review it can be seen that:
Self-esteem is important, and failure to obtain it
oan create performance and attitudes detrimental to an
organization.
Praise is an effective recognition technique.
Non-financial incentives can be effectively used to
motivate and recognize.
Promotion may or may not provide self-esteem and
the contribution which money makes tovard achieving selfesteem may be minimal.
Large numbers of eligible personnel are not being
promoted for some reason.
Awards and decorations recognize and motivate
when used correctly.
No existing decoration or award provides the
precise degree and type of recognition suitable for lesser
achievements except for the Certificate of Achievement which
is not felt to be as effective as it could be due to its
lack of a visible decoration.

Chapter III
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
RESEARCH DESIGN
This exploratory study used a survey to gather
and synthesize the knowledge of experienced supervisory
personnel.

A selected sample of respondents who had

recently worked in the area was chosen in the likelihood that they could make the most valid
contribution.
The research was designed to purify the survey
instrument, gather data, and analyze and interpret the
results.

The approach used is shown in Figure 2,

Phase II

was designed to check the opinions of active commanders
against the opinions of students at the college who had
recently been commanders.

By inspection, no detectable

difference was noted between their opinions on pilot
questlormaires.

This was not a point critical to the success

of the study, but since the question was raised during the
pilot phase, it was considered worthy of rer-olution early
in the procedure.

tn
« ^Claire Selltlz, Research Methods in Social RtlatlQiii
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Wilson, ij^), pp. fy^J
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PHASE I:
1.

PILOT PROJECT

Administer the test instrument to a small sample of

the population to be examined*
2.

Refine and reconstruct the instrument as required.

PHASE II:
1.

PAST-PRESENT VALIDATION

Administer the instrument to a small sample of active

supervisors.
2.

Analyze instrument for disparities between opinions

of active and past supervisors.
3.

Refine and reconstruct the instrument as required.

PHASE III:

ADMINISTRATION

1.

Administer the instrument to the sample population.

2.

Tabulate responses.

PHASE IV:
1.

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

Identify findings, significant patterns, limitations,

similarities, variations, and associations.
2.

Conclusions.

3.

Recommendations.

^.

Additional research.

Figure 2,—Research Design
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SAMPLING PROCEDUHES

Relevant Population.
■■■-•eft
35a»

.

The 197^-1975 class at the Command and General
Staff College was found to provide a condensed crosssection of recent command experience and typical viewpoints
across the army.

This, then, became the sample population

of all active company level commanders in the army.

The

sample size was therefore dictated by the establishment of
the qualifications discussed later.
Sampling of this type is a form of purposive
sample.

It was strengthened by comparing active commanders

with recent commanders to verify that what was typical is
still typical.

1 i

Additional strength was provided by the

approach of eliminating inappropriate elements rather
than hand-picking those desired as is normal for a
purposive sample.2
Sublect Selection and Qualifications.
Significant qualifications of individuals selected
for this study were felt to be:
1.

J

■;M .--

■;;■

:

.

Goramand experience at the level of direct troop

contact:
2.

i.e. battery/company/detachment.

Command experience within two years prior to this study.

The population of approximately 1100 student-officers
provided a number of subjects who had commanded or

-Ibid., p. 510.
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supervised varying quantities of personnel immediately
prior to their arrival at the College,
were selected from the

The subjects used

Faculty-Student Data Book, (ST 600-1),

which provides condensed biographical data on each student.
All students who met the parameters listed above were
selected without regard to any other factor.

It was

originally intended to select the subjects from the College's
computer data bank; however, the command data needed had not
been included in the program.
No effort was made to include, exclude, or load any
particular branch of the army.
Sample Size.
The qualifications stated earlier eliminated the
major portion of the total population due to either the
level or age of supervisory experiences of the subjects.
This did not weaken the study since it was not intended
to get an average opinion that would generalize to the
average opinion of the entire population being sampled
but to obtain ideas, insights, and
critical appraisals,"3

M

, . experienced

through a purposive sample.

Accordingly, sixty-two subjects were selected because
of their ". . ,special experience and competence,"11"

This

contributed to the basic intent which was to examine
specific phenomena rather than to test causal
hypotheses.

3ibid,, p. 538.

h

Ibld,, p. 539.
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A non-parametric statistical test vas used to
examine concordance^
METHODOLOGY

The Research Instrutment,
The Instrument (Appendix A) used for the survey was
a questionnaire designed to obtain and aeasure variables
which would provide Ideas, Insights, and appraisals from
qualified personnel.
The first part was designed to determine the
experience and qualifications of the subject«
to be used to

This was

atermlne If experience had any bearing

on the individual's decision to recognize or not recognize
lesser achievements.
Part two required the respondent to declare his
position for or against the first hypothesis.

If against,

the positive act of checking the appropriate block
indicated his rejection.

If for, the positive requirement

to complete question three confirmed this intent.

The

design of the questionnaire was such that it was easier,
in terms of effort and thought, to declare against
recognition of lesser achievements than for them.
Part three MTAS an ordinal scale of other alternatives
to raamgerial systems now in existence to be completed if

n v . 5Sidney Siegel, Nonparametrlc Statlatics for the
Be^Qral Sciencea (New York: McGraw kill "Book ftommn
ompany,

«^
-
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the respondent felt lesser achievements should be reeognlzed.
The choices offered were the eTolutionary products of Phases
I and II of the research approach discussed previously.
These fixed alternative questions were followed by one open
ended question to obtain free input from the experience of
the sample group.

This compensated for any possible

unlntendM restrictions inherent In this ordinal scale and
expanded the realm of objective evaluation allowed by the
respondent.
An ordinal scale form was chosen for Part 3 above
other common types in the belief that an attempt to
determine the exact degree of superiority or favorableness
of a specific response would generate distractions and
was not really required.^

The Likert scale was also rejected

in that it was more significant to determine which solution
was favored over another even if they both were low in
acceptance.^7

The functionality of the ordinal scale was

most applicable in the event the respondent either liked
or disliked all of the solutions offered.
The first alternative offered, the Good Conduct
Medal, had the attraction of being an existing decoration
whose scope could be expanded to provide coverage for
lesser achievements.

Two factors which were against it

are its name and the fact that it now has a long standing
traditional use.

'Selltiz, p. 191.

7ibldM p. 366.
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Forcing the lesser achievement into some existing
reward was a suggestion that surfaced during the pilot survey.
The vwOlng of this response generated some confusion, and
its nature, inflating.

The description of the accomplishment

was obviously not clear.
The third alternative, new awards, had the advantage
of no prior history and of being something that would
belong solely to the lower enlisted ranks.

It would not

detract from the use of the existing awards system.

Opposed

to this is the fact that it could be an additional administrative burden involving many difficult questions.
Deferring recognition toward promotion was covered
in Chapter II.
The final alternative, providing a decoration for
the Certificate of Achievement, is feasible since the
criteria for its award is a fairly close description of
lesser achievements.

It is a widely used general purpose

device at a level Just below the ARCOM.

The addition of a

decoration would make it tangible and appropriate.

The

gap created in the current awards system by eliminating the
present Certificate of Achievement without decoration can
easily be filled by using Letters of Commendation and
Appreciation,
Values of one through five were demanded for the
fixed responses to indicate the degree of preference for
each response.

A value of one indicated first choice.

wmmmf,
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Responses to the open ended question were grouped and
evaluated separately and then compared to the scaled
findings.

These data are not scientifically admissable

but may contribute to future research.
The reliability of the instrument was computed
using the Spearman rank correlation coefficient,8

The

stability coefficient was computed to be rs=0.75 and
indicates, on a scale of 0 to *!, the correlation between
a subject's answers to his first test and a subsequent
reteat.

As a result, the instrument was considered

reliable.

A contributing factor to this level of relia-

bility is that during the first two phases of the research,
the number of measurement operations were consistently
reduced.

While simplifying and Improving the instrument,

this in itself reduces reliability scores.9

Rather than

expand the number of questions to achieve greater
reliability, and possibly create confusion, it was decided
to use the valid and appropriate questions from the
pilot regardless of the mathematical outcome.
A list of respondents was compiled and the survey
was administered in such a way that when returned to the
examiner, no names could be associated with the replies.
This insured anonymity of the subject and, hopefully,
objective responses.

8

Siegel, pp. 202-206.

9

Selltiz, p. 183.
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Analytical M^y
The rariablea of the analytical design were:
Background data (Part 1)} yes-no decision (Part 2), and
the ordinal scale (Part 3),
Ihe various steps in the design were:
1.

Evaluate yes-no decisions on a percentage basis.

2.

Analyze the ordinal scaled responses for patterns,

preferences, rejections, and concordance,
3.

Perform grouping analysis on the op«& «nded responses

and compare with fixed responses.
^

Compute rank correlation coefficients of selected

items of background data and yes-no decision.
Statistical Methods.
Although the instrument used in this study is
felt to be the most appropriate, the statistical applications are somewhat limited.

Accordingly, only

percentages, median, mode, mean. Spearman rank correlation
coefficient, and Kendall's coefficient of concordance
were used,
LIMITATIONS OP THE STUDY
Considerations of time, finance, and distance
prohibited administration of the instrument to officersupervisors currently in command positions.

This is not

felt to be a significant detriment to the study in that
the respondents used had, in most cases, immediately

—>~- .
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terminated a command position and no significant difference
could be noted during Phase II of the research.
This study has an absence of quantities of detailed
and precise measuremant.

Detailed measurements were not

felt to be necessary to this type study and if used would
have required complex and confusing questions which would
detract from the main purposes.
In that this study derives its usefulness from
". • «the presentation of insights and effective practices
rather than from the presentation of the «typical»,M10.
its application to practice or the feelings of the total
population may be suspect.

Since the subjects examined

are in the upper half of their rank and individually chosen
for attendance at the Collego, it would seem that their
jnsights and practices would be satisfactory.

This

study should therefore expose findings concerning an
existing phenomena.

It is left to future practice or

research to confirm or deny them.

10 Ibid., p. 59.
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Chapter IV
FINDINGS
OBTAINING THE DATA
Sixty-two questionnaires were distributed to the
students.

Forty-five replies were received, tabulated,

and analyzed•
RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS OF SURVEY—PART 1.
This information provided general data concerning
the experience and qualifications of the individual
queried and is as shown in Table 1 below«
VARIABLE

MINIMUM

Months in Gmd. of Last Unit
Career Gmd. Time (Months)
m

W5S tfeDlAN T^ATT

MAX.

2Z.

11

J&

2h

il

l?tl7 —ito
aitJB J2^

8

12

11

13*10

otal mi. Service (Years)

2M3

Table lo—Individual Background Data
Inspection of the mode, median, and mean show a
fairly stable central tendeney.

The mean is skewed upward In

ail case.; due to a few exceptionally high extremes.

Low

extremes are also present but represent only a few cases.
The following table displays the distribution of the
officers queried.

The sample was dominated by Infantry

and Field Artillery branches; however, all branches are

35
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represented with the exceptions of Adjutant General,
Staff Judge Advocate, and Finance,

MI

iwmmM

OF SAMPLE"

Infantry
Field ArtillTy

051

Air Defanae

.111

Ordnance

£88

Military Intelllgenoe

.066

Transportation

,066

Engineer

^4

Military Police

♦O^f

Signal

.CM-

Anapr

tO^

Medical Service

.022

Suarteriaaster

iß22.
Table 2.—Branch Representation

FIRST HYPOTHESIS OF SURVEY—PART 2.

Lesser achievements should be tangibly and appropriately recognized.
Of the forty-five individuals sampled, thirty-nine
felt that lesser achievements should be recognized.
did not.

Six

In percentages, this vas 87% for and 13% against

recognition of lesser achievements.

This data may be

statistically projected to a total population of successful
company oommanderi within the last two years, with 99% confidene® that the re stilts would fall between 68.790V and

^::^,vi.,,,;iv:^:,.!,..;:^-?^,-.„.
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96.W+9 in favor of recognition.

The 99^ confidence limits

would be 73.207? and 9^.9^58.
SECOND HYPOTHESIS OF SUHVEY—PART 3,
Hypothesis ?.
A method of providing appropriate and tangible
recognition can be identified.
Before analyzing the significance of the rankordering requirement, some measure of the degree of
concordance between the thirty-nine respondents had to be
delsrrained.

Accordingly, the Kendall coefficient of

concordance was chosen since it •'. . .may be particularly
useful in studies of interjudge [subjects] or intertest
reliability,. . , ,«1,
form are as shown below.

The computations in condensed
For the tAbulattd data leading

to the Column Totals, see Appendix B.
Column
Totals

£4

iii
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1^2

8^

no

-5

•»•22

+15

-^

+p

81 - !i
R

J -

IrJS94"
K=39
N-5
W

-JU
25
h&t
225 1156
h
)Sum or squares of Observed DeviationsT
(Number of Judges)
(Number of Objects Ranked)

t/12 $mm ■ • mi dltt) rimf0*n

Table 3.—Kendall's Goeffioient of Concorda nee
x
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Although no table of significance (s) was available that
covered thirty-nine samples, the value for twenty samples
at the .05 level of significance in Table (R) of Siegel
was ^68,5.

Doubling this to forty samples gives 937.

The value of (s) obtained was 189^ which, even if the
expanded significance table is non-linear, provides a
margin of 957 which should easily exceed the value of (s)
required for rejection at the .05 level.

Therefore, the

Null hypothesis, which assumes no concordance at all, was
rejected^

Since a significant value of (w) was found,

this means that there is some degree of agreement among the
subjects.

This does not necessarily mean that they are

correct.^

Since it is established that they are qualified

subjects, it is reasonable to assume that their opinion is
correct until better qualified subjects are found or it can
be proven otherwise.
The values of R^, shown in the previous table as
Column Totals, can be considered to represent the
summated rank-order of the total sample.

In ascending

numerical order, the order of preference of the sample for
the solutions offered is as shown below:
%
2

IbidM p. 286,

3

Ibid., p. 8.

^Ibld., p. 238.
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RANKING
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IMPROVEMENT

&AS

2

Cert« of Acnlevement
v/ Deooratlon
L/A Contribute
%$mM Prcaotion

i*05
. ^Q
■**«
_ ^
3jt2£

3
,
S
"
5

New Ayarda for ElrEHGood Conduct Medal
also for Service t
^orce Achievement ~~
into Existing Award

änJLg
_ Q

1

Table if.—Order of Preference of Offered Improvements
Table k-, thus, identifies the means of recognition
and their preferred order of implementation.

The first

choice was the Certificate of Achievement vith a decoration.
The rest, in order, were:

Defer lesser achievements toward

promotion; new awards system for El-E^j Good Conduct Medal
also for service; and lastly, force the achievement
description to fit some existing award.
COMMENTS AND OTHER SOLUTIONS IN SURVEY—PART 3.
The free response portion of Part 3 provided
oonaaenta that fell into six general categories:

pro-

decoration comments, anti-decoration comments, promotion
comments, administrative comments, anti-recognition comments,
and miscellaneous comments.

Interpreted and abbreviated,

the comments of the subjects who felt lesser achievements
should be recognized are as follows:

wp
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1.

Recognize lesser achievements with badges, not

2.

Use an "Army Achievement Medal" for lower ranks

ribbons,

as the Navy does«
3.

Use Letters of Commendation and Certificates

of Achievement until an accumulation of them merits an award.
**.

Encourage the issue of more of existing awards

to the low-ranking EM level.
5.

Use small badges to recognize lesser

achievements and hav« low-level approval authority.
6.

Stop the practice of awards boards approving

awards on the basis of a certain type for a certain rank,
7.

Some device to be issued under control of a

smaller command»

Mti-Pecoration ggaiiB^&>
1.

Give time off for leaser achievements, not

2.

A faedal is unacceptable.

a medal«
Give a Certificate

or Letter and consider toward promotion.
3.

Give time off or use some existing technique

but not something to pin on chest.
k.

Vocal praise, Certificate, or Letter.

5«

Use all other techniques but no new awards.

No

iiedals«
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Promotion Coaaaenty.
It

Give points toward promotion for leaser

achievements«
2.
3.
promotion.

Award promotion points for lesser achievements.
Convert lesser achievements into points toward

Administrative Goinment^,
1.

Recognize lesser achievements with a school quota

to NGO Academy, Ranger School, etc»
■■

2, Apply lesser achievements to MOS test
evaluation,
3»

Let lesser achievements cancel out Article 15's,

h.

Put lesser achievements notation on personnel

5.

Put a "commendation" section on EER's«

records,
5

Antl.Recognition Coimean^1. Adequate incentives already exist.
is the ultimate award,

Promotion

2, Certificates and Letters are adequate.
see need for a decoration,

Don't

Misoellaneous Coiaai^aH^.
1.

$5-.$lo cash awards for lesser achievements,

2.

Physical condition and athletics should not

be lesser achievements.

' '.•:

m

1

+2

SUMMARY OP FINDINGS

Primary j^ÜJagg,
The two primary findings of the survey are as
followsj
1.

The sample favored recognition of lesser

achievewmts by &?% thereby providing a 99% assurance
that the total population would favor recognition by
some percentage between 67% and 96%.
2.

There wst an acceptable pattern of agreement

among the subjects to identify the following order of
preference«
A.

Certificate of Achievement with decoration.

B.

Defer recognition to promotion,

C.

New awards for El-E^ be developed.

D. Good Conduct Medal be awarded for
achievement also*
E. Force description of achievement to fit
existing awards.
Secondary Flndii^;a.
The secondary findings of the survey weret
1.

A strong antl-decoratlon attitude is present

tmong some element« of the sample.
2.

Pro-decoration subjects want lower level

approval, prevention of malpractices, and the use of
existing and new decorations.

•

•

3.

:

: .•

"+3
Awarding promotion points for lesser achievements

was considered by some subjects as providing adequate
recognition»
^

Assorted administrative actions are felt to

provide adequate recognition by some examinees.
5.

Some additional Ideas such as small cash awards

and an Army Achievement Medal may have merit and could be
studied further.

\
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Chapter V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
CONCLUSIONS

Inferences Drawn from the Survy Findings,
The meaning of and conclusions drawn from the
previous chapter on findings are as presented below:
Part 1.—respondents* characteristics.

The subjects

purveyed are considered to be knovledgeable, experienced,
and qualified indlrlduals.

The average total command time

of 29,^3 months shown in Table 1 does not Identify the years
of supervision of enlisted personnel when not actually in
command.

Those years are probably the major portion of the

mean of thirteen years of military experience shown.

The

mean command time of their last unit of 15.17 months
appears to be a reasonable period in which to become thoroughly
versed in the problems of the low ranking enlisted man and the
workings of the award system.

These quantities of time in

themselves are not conclusive unless quality of performance
during these periods is considered.

The presence of these

individuals at the Command and General Staff College is an
indication that they were reasonably successful and
proficient in their performance.
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Part 2.—firSt tm8&mM» The high ratio of
almost seven to one In favor of recognition is considered
to be a conclusive response.

The possibility that a subject

could have avoided the issue and work by checking the
"against" block was a point of concern that apparently
did not materialize.

The high favorable response plus

the effort of providing comments to the free response
question indicates that few subjects even considered
it.

This lends additional strength to the "for"

responses in that the questionnaire design made it easier
to respond against recognition than for recognition.
The first hypothesis, that lesser achievements be tangibly
and appropriately recognized, is considered to be proven.
Part 3t—second hvoothflsi.^

The findings of this

part are that the preferred solution to the problem of how
best to recognize lesser achievements is to use the Certificate
of Achievement with a suitable decoration.
Since use of the ordinal scale demands that the
examinee rank all choices, there is a possibility that
he may dislike many of the choices offered.

To gain an

inalght Into this possibility, one can give attention
to the respondents« first choice and temporarily
disregard the other choices.

In this case, the number

of first choices as shown in order in Table k was:
15i 12, 6, 3, 1,

The highest was fifteen which agrees

with the cumulative total ranking order.

Using the opposite

------

he
abroach, the number of last choices In the same order wore:
3, 10, 9, 10, 7.

This still shows a preference for the

Certificate of Achievement with decoration.

The fairly

uniform distribution of last choices for the other four
improvements appears to be insignificant.
Evaluation of the comments previously presented in
detail in the chapter on findings, Chapter IV, yields three
general conclusions about the comments as follows:
1-

The majority of the ooimnents are variations of

the five choices offered,
2.

Officers have used a wide variety of techniques

to provide lesser achievements recognition.
3.

Some officers feel the existing incentives

and systems are adequate to recognize lesser achievements.
The first conclusion shown above, that the majority
of the comnenis are variations of the five choices offered,
has a bearing on the rank-ordering requirement.

Restricting

the rank-ordering requirement to a fixed number of choices
was necessary for statistical comparison and identification
of the best way to recognize the lesser achievement.
However, this made It mandatory to provide ar. open ended
question to determine If the fixed responses were all
inclusive.

Since most of the comments were primarily

variations of the fixed responses offered. It does not
appear that restricting the respondent to the five
choices had any undeslreable or biasing effect on the
results of the ranking of the choices.

■K-smnfymmBfti

A lesser objective of the study was to search for
any correlation, pro or con, between a high amount of
total command time and the first choice of an improvement.
No pattern could be determine'd.
One objection to the study that has been raised is
that the respondent was not offered the option of choosing
to use the existing system.

Since the identification of

the problem required the acceptance of some degree of
shortcoming in the existing system or in its implementation,
the addition of such an option in part 3 would have totally
changed the nature of the study.

If the respondent felt

strongly in favor of the existing system, he could have so
indicated in the open ended response.

Of the twenty-eight

written comments, twelve could be interpreted as endorsing
the existing system.

This is less than half.

Compared to

the thirty-five positive responses, this is a percentage
of 30.7 in favor of using the existing system.

Of the twelve

respondents endorsing the existing system, six ranked
promotion first, four ranked the Certificate of Achievement
first, one chose «forcing«, and one chose developing new
awards.

Whether a greater number would have chosen to

use the existing system if it were a proffered option must
be determined in future studies.
Since valid, tangible, existing recognition was
identified and offered and a clear first choice was
indicated, the second hypothesis, that a method of providing
appropriate and tangible recognition can be identified, is
considered proven,,
■■
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limitations of the Fln^^^.
As discussed previously In the study, the findings
regarding the second hypothesis may or may not be
nrojectable to the total population.

Since these findings

are valid for this sample group, it appears that they would bo
valid when applied to the population.

An additional

consideration is whether a survey of the low ranking
enlisted men would agree with the opinions of the commanders.
If time permitted, th^t would have become a second phase
of this study.
Application.
The question of whether or not the Certificate of
Achievement with decoration would provide adequate
recognition of lesser achievements without undesireable
effects can be answered to some degree by further study.
The best test of the Certificate of Achievement decoration
rould be a trial period of several years with close
cbservation of its effect to determine if it has value.
This has a counterpoint in that the test status could
distort its value and favorable peer recognition requires
knowledge by all peers of the significance of the
decoration, a difficult point for any new decoration.

An

additional factor that must be considered is the officersupervisor's responsibility to insure that any reward given
is clearly and obviously earned.

Peer group approval or

disapproval can create tremendous pressures upon both

IW«»««»,» v,.»™,,,,^

1*9
management and the recipient of a reward if the reward is .• ;
received but not earned or earned and not received.

The

reason is presented clearly by James Cribblm
. • »The rewards and punishments doled out by the
peer group are not only more immediate than those
management has in L its control but Er^ often far more
compelling, , , ,An objective and unbiased test confined to a large unit
such as a division for at least one year should be adequate
to observe, measure, or evaluate its effect on self-esteem,
morale, and motivation.

The test should include screening

commanders to identify their attitudes toward the device
in light of the anti-decoration attitude identified in
the findings.
Another alternative would be to use a large
concentration of new soldiers, possibly in Advanced
Individual Training, so as to avoid possibly undesireable
comments and harassment from older enlisted personnel
expressing biased but influential views.
Changes to the current regulation on awards would
be minimal.

The procedures and criteria used would be those

of the existing Certificate of Achievement except that a
decoration would also be presented.

The approving officer

would be the lowest field grade officer in the jhain of
command.

The decoration would rank immediately below

the Army Commendation Medal and Purple Heart,

A possible

fT^^^.lj?TmfS J' Gribbin» Effective M^na^erial Leadership
Location Unicnown, Araericanlianagement Association, the,\
1972), p. aMf,
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design would be identical to the Army Commendation Modal
oxcept the five vertical white lines would be covered with
a removeable silver disk which would bear the words:
ACHIEVEMENT-Ist AWARD, ACHIEVEMENT-2d AWARD, and so forth.
A suggested name for the award is the Soldiers' Achievement
Medal/Badge,
SUMMARY
This study has attempted to explore a phenomena
identified as lesser achievements.

Selected and credible

personnel were used to evaluate two hypotheses:
!•

Lesser achievements should be tangibly and

appropriately recognized.
2.

A method of providing appropriate and

tangible recognition can be identified.
The findings of the study showed that:
1#

Selected and qualified personnel favored

tangible and appropriate recognition of lesser achievements
by a ratio of 6,69 to 1.
2.

A means of providing tangible and appropriate

recognition of lesser achievements within existing
i

managerial systems could be and was identified as the
Certificate of Achievement with a suitable decoration.

f

As a result of the findings of the study, the hypotheses
were considered to be accepted.

ft te itM
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RECOMMENDATION
It is reoommended that the Certifioate of
Achevement have a suitable medal or badge included for
award to low ranking enlisted men.

The concept should be

trial tested toward future army wide adoption for the purpose
of ellalnating the numerous problems caused or contributed
to by the need for such a device,
FUTURE RESEARCH
It may be advantageous in future research to give
greater, possibly extensive attention to the wording and
selection of Options used in part 3 of the questionnaire.
Those used in this questionnaire were exposed to two pilot
groups with no noticeable problems.

After tabulation

of the entire survey the first choice of the respondents
stood out clearly and definitely.

The second choice was

a close second choice when measured by "number of first
choices" (Table ^f) ,

When measured by the "group average"

it is closer to the third, fourth, and fifth choices than
the first choice.

This appears to Indicate that the

second choice actually ranked very low by a portion of
the group that was averaged although the larger portion
of the group chose it first.

There is then the logical

question of how the results would appear if obtained on
on internal scale.

Possibly this could be done in the

future.
;
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The exact intent, nature, and meaninf; of each option
could have been elaborated on In greater depth.

This must,

however, be done with extreme care to avoid confusion and '
misunderstanding brought on by points of the elaboration
itself.
The possibility of biased inferences in two options
appears to be largely a question of semantics.

It is doubtful

If any wording would be completely free of semantics
problems; however, future research procedures should
include a phase dedicated solely to the resolution of
semantic interpretations.

i
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTION SHEET
This survey is designed to gather data from company,
battery, and detachment commanders regarding their experience
with awards to enlisted men (El«lJf) for a "lesser achieve»
aent.«

(For examples of "lesser achievements" see Annex A.)

(The survey does not concern awards to officers or warrant
officers.

It does not concern awards for performance in

combat, heroic acts, or Vietnam abuses.

It is not concerned

with awards higher than the Army Commendation Medal—ARGOM.)
The survey is a portion of my research in connection

J

with the thesis requirement for the degree of Master of
Military Art and Science, U.S. Army Command and Gen»ral

j

Staff College.
The survey will require from 10 to 20 minutes to
complete.
Please give your answers careful consideration.
The name of the officer completing the questionnaire is
not required; however, I have used a name slip for distribution purposes.

I have selected you for this survey

because of your command experience.

When completed, please

remove your name slip and return to me in Section 8.
Thank you for your help.
Patrick R. Hughes
Major
FA
Phone:
68^-3171+
■:

j
■
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ANNEX A
LESSER ACHIEVEMENTS—EXAMPLES
1.

Significant contribution to unit readiness.

2.

Unusual participation in community relations.

3.

Exceptional and protracted appearance or performance,

l

+.

Exceptioml physical condition or talent.

5.

Significant contribution to welfare or morale of unit,

office, ship, gun, tank, etc.; such as, entertaining, extra
help, ideas, etc.
6.

Exceptional conservation of supplies and/or equipment.

7.

Significant increase in education while on active duty.

8.

Continual ideas and/or suggesticns resulting in faster,

better, more, fewer, etc,
9.
10.

Continual and exceptional competition in sports,
PJxceptional effort in support of Armed Forces Day,

civilian displays, parades, or recruiting assistance.
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SURVEY QUESTIONS FOR
COMPANY/MTTEHy/DETAGHMENT COMMANDERS
PLEASE READ ENTIRE SURVEY CAREFULLY BEFORE ANSWERING
ANY QUESTIONS,

1.

Please fill in:
Type unit last commanded
Time in command of that unit__

Lffionths)

Total career command time
Total military service
Basic branch
2,

Introduction:
A low ranking (E-l to E-h) enlisted man of average ability

will occasionally perform some act or service which is
exceptional and/or commendable.
as "lesser achievements."

A typical listing is enclosed

These achievements, by their

nature and decree, may deserve recognition by some tangible
means such as a decoration or promotion but may not qualify
for the Army Commendation Medal.

The Certificate of Achieve-

ment and Letter of Commendation do not have a decoration.
The Good G -nduct Medal is mainly used for periods of good
conduct.

Therefore, these lesser achievements do not

conveniently "fit" anywhere.
With this in mind, please decide whether you feel lesser
■

achievements should or should not be recognized.

?6

If you fee]
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they should be recognized, please complete question 3.
If you feel they should not be recognized, please check
the block below and return the survey.
LJ

I do not feel that lesser achievements should be
recognized.

3.

The best way to recognize lesser achievements would

be:

(Please rank order the following statements frois

one through five beginning with #1 as your first choic«.
All five must be ranked for statistical analysis.)
Providing an appendage to the Good Conduct Medal
and allowing its issue for achievement as well as
service plus a numerical device to show the number
of awards received.
"Forcing" the lesser achievement into an existing
reward of some kind.
-

Developing some new awards for low ranking EM that
are obtainable easier and faster for achievements
that rank below an Army Commendation Medal and deserve a decoration while retaining the present system
for all other enlisted and officer ranks,
If the individual is qualified in all other aspects.
defer recognition and consider the lesser achievement
toward promotion considerations.
Using the Certificate of Achievement if there was an
appropriate decoration to be worn to show its
receipt and the number of awards received.

Now that you have ranked the proceeding 5 statements, please
use the space below for any other solution that you might
like to offer.

Please give the general idea or comment even

if you have not thought out the details.

r
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APPENDIX C:

VERBATIM COMMENTS

The following verbatim comments from the questionnaire,
(Appendix A), are reproduced here for referencez

A decoration such as an Army Achievement Medal, I
feel, would be favorably accepted by the lower enlisted
ranks.
type.

The Air Force and Navy have decorations of this
The trooper who keeps his vehicles running month in

and month out is contributing Just as much toward combat
readiness as the general who coins new phrases for fire
and maneuver,
I believe that the development of any type medal
for lesser achievements is unacceptable.

As I understand

the present system. Certificates of Achievement (from DA
down through division) Letters of Commendation (from Dlv.
down through Co.) and Letters of Appreciation (from Dlv.
down through Go.) respectively are
recognize "lesser achievement."

Readable] to

These Certificates and

Letters should be considered when an individual is considered
for promotion.

Provide a means of Awarding promotion points In a
manner similar to education or other Awards and decorations,

59
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Example #11

11.

Superior results in MOS test

evaluations.

The best reward for any EM is a lay off.

Suggest

a letter of eommendation for hi* files and a three day pass
over throe week days or two weekdays and a Sat.

I don't

think we need a new medal but we do need to recognize the
lesser achievements.
Recognition is the important thing-as an interim
measure a letter of App./Recog/Gongrat. etc would be
appropriate then let this serve as input to a later and
more significant award prior to the mans rotation; or
promotion.

Small, well designed badges similar to weapons
qualifications badges would be a similar alternative.
approval authority is a key issue.

j

The

would recoiIunend no

more than two levels above the unit, i.e. GP/BDE etc.

I believe that commanders should be encouraged to
force more awards down toward EM.

In other words they

should consider subjectively that it probably takes a
lesser contribution by an NGO to equal a contribution which
would say, qualify a Major for an ARCOM.
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Choice #1 with an appropriate letter Ir 201 file
that counts points for promotion.
Directing reviewing boards not to limit consideration
of awards by rank, but by the contribution an individual
has made compared to the responsibilities assigned.

Why

should ARGOMS only go to Company Grades and MSM's to
Oh & 05's and DSM to 05 & 06?

That type system has built

in problems,

I question the proliferation of additional ribbon/
medal "awards,"

The current system augmented by INDIVIDUAL

RECOGNITION (appropriate ceremony in front of peers at
Platoon or company level presented by NCO, Co Gdr, Bn Cdr,
or higher dependent upon the achievement) is adequate.
Specific examples include presentations of expert driver
and mechanic badges, letters of appreciation or commendation,
verbal pats on the back at Cdr's Gall, unit formations, etc.
All are considered for promotions, certificates and awards
at end-of-tour.

Very rarely are "awards" given for specific

peacetime achievements,
[Comment added to final choice on questionnaireH
Am not convinced that we need such a declaration.
The C, of A. itself, if publicly presented, should suffice.
Same subject but taken now from the space provided for
comments,

1,

Include a "commendation" section on EERs

to provide additional promotion points.

:

■

.

■
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I would prefer a device responsive to the smaller
coraraand.

Under approval and recommendation of a board of

officers & NCO's within that command for quality control.

I still like the idea of cash awards—and so do the
troops.

:

Even if it's only $5 or $10 it oftentimes means

■:

>-.

more to the troop and is more of an incentive to do things
wellI

Reinstitute the cash awardsr
E-3 & E~h in my unit have received a number of

Mfr

ARCOMS, Cert, of Achievements, and other letters.
often they receive none.

Too

Your idea of an actual decoration

in place of the Cert, of Achievement may be the best by
far of the above ideas.
-—.

If question, feel free to call me;

[Signed with Section number and, initialed^

Whatever "award" system is used it must be timely,
worth having (NOT AN ABUSED AWARD), achieve peer recognition,
possibly count as promotion points, and at least temporarily
become a part of the individuals records for consideration
by boards.

Use school quota (NGO Acad'y ETC E.g. Ranger) to
recognize merit—

Wl I

PI

J W

»*»«fe^^ew^^ffifewws^^
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In most instances "lesser achieveraGnts» are usually
part of a pattern specifically with suggested system
improvements

This indicates to me that the individual is

sufficiently knowledgeable and deserves to be promoted
ahead of his contemporaries.,,
I believe badges rather than ribbons would be more
useful with appropriate destinction bars for different
categories if some

[unreadable] is decided upon.

However, too many badges and ribbons tend to be glossed
over (Eg The Air Medal for anybody who rode in the back
of a UH-1)

Promotion seems to be a driving force for the lower
ranking individual.

I feel that if there were [intent assumed

to be—I feel there should be. . ,] some i^ay to promote an
E-3 or E~h after he had accumulated a specific number of
lesser achievements [period assumed intended here] have been
acquired«

Example for rapid promotion from E-3 to E~h k lesser

achievement points and for E-k to E-5 maybe 6 lesser
achievement awards.
No solution, just a statement—Whatever recognition
is ^iven should be given in full ceremonial fashion, i.e.,
presented or awarded in a full unit formation rather than
an office presentation.

The event must have significance,

not only to the person receiving the award, but to the
entire unit or organization.

j

m^m^m^^^

....vi_.
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I have found the Letter of Commendation quite
appropriate & well received if issued with discretion &
meaningfully phrased
Anyone "lesser Aohievement" could not be considered
outside overall service,

^ocal praise should always be

considered and is more effective than most may think.
"Lesser achievements" in Large number should be considered
for single award such as ARCOM, but a single «LJU« does
not warrant more than vocal recognition, Ltr of apprec./
ace, or Cert, of Ach.

Please, no new medalsll

Recognition should be given to those who deserve
it—Additional time off, savings bond, LTRS of AFP. A COM,
Higher Promotion consideration, etc. rather than something
to pin on the chest.

However, the recognition should take

Place as soon after the deed as is possible.
Exceptional physical condition or athletic ability
should not be classified as "lesser achievements".
do not necessarily assist the unit.

They

slgned and

section number added.

Allow a "Lesser Achievement" to cancel out an
"A-tlcle 15"

■■■■"■■.

(officially removed from his record)

Include a notation on personnel records of Certificates of Achievement, letters of commendation, etc

•:■■■.-■

6?
I feel adequate incentives and means for recognizing
good performance of duty exist today.
Although there is no "Lesser achievement" ribbon,
there are numerous local training patches, devices & caps,
tabs, etc to fill this requirement.

To my experience, pro-

motion is the ultimate reward for El-EMs who excel.
Waivers of time in grade allows a commander to recognize this.
Letters to parents, letters to files, certificates,
P10 coverage, etc also allows a command to reward lesser
achievements without a badge or device.
As a captain I might ask why only Generals get
DSM»s Col's LM's & Maj-LTC's MSM's?~-Hov about a "Junior
officer lesser achievement award"?
I simply feel there are better ways to inflate a
man's ego A prestige than a new ribbon, but I am pleased
you are looking out for the EM. [initialed]

1.

I must presume that by "recognized" you mean

recognition by award of a decoration visable to others,
2.

Having served eight years in the EM and NCO

ranks 1 considered the award of a Certificate of Achievement
or Letter of Commendation as personal recognition.
3.

I quite honestly cannot see the need for recog-

nition for Lesser Achievements in the form of a decoration.
A lesser achievements decoration would only serve as a
vehicle available to use m lieu of the ARCOM when the
"writer" was less than proficient in Justifying the AhCOM
recommendation.
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